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Executive Summary
In March 2020, COVID-19 had arrived, and society was asked to effectively shut down. What that meant for The York School 
in Toronto, Ontario, was the entire admissions process went virtual and every single touchpoint with families had to be re-
imagined: creating a 3D school tour, hosting virtual open houses, conducting online assessments, and interviewing parents 
and prospective students via Zoom.

But they weren’t convinced these were enough to provide prospective families with a true sense for what sets The York 
School apart. They wanted to provide families with insights and content in a more intimate, digestible, and accessible 
format, and include a more diverse range of voices and perspectives. So they opted to embrace the popularity of the 
podcast medium to develop YORK Talks, a series modelled after their successful YORK Talks presentations typically held 
on campus. Enrollment Associate Natasha Estey jumped at the opportunity to connect with school leaders, educators, 
students, and parents in a more informal, conversational way. 

YORK Talks is made for families wanting to learn more about The York School. In each episode, Estey speaks with school 
leaders, teachers, students, and parents about different aspects of the school, giving listeners candid insights into current 
and cutting-edge ideas and approaches in the field of education happening inside York. 

What follows is what The York School learned and the decisions made about all the aspects of writing, producing, and 
hosting YORK Talks as well as content strategies for each season. The result is a step-by-step guide on how you can build a 
podcast at your own school. 

Building a Podcast:
A Blueprint for Easily Broadcasting 
Engaging Audio Content
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About Podcasts
Over the past decade, podcasts have seen a steady rise in popularity. The format’s rise clearly coincides with a general 
increase in digital media consumption, specifically on mobile devices. In fact, there were an estimated 120 million podcast 
listeners in the United States alone in 2021. Forecasts suggest that the number of podcast listeners will surpass 160 million 
in 2023 after increases of around 20 million each year. Put another way, it’s estimated that over 50% of American homes 
of listen to podcasts. Since 2005, more than 700,000 podcasts have been created, with over 30 million episodes of content, 
most of them for free. Incredibly, about a third of those episodes have been created since June of 2018.

It’s not difficult to see why. First, audio content allows the listener to multitask. A recent study showed that while 49% of 
podcast listening happens at home, 22% happens while driving, 11% at work, and 8% while exercising. In addition, the 
length of a podcast typically allows a deep dive on topics or an extended conversation between two people. Another 
appealing aspect is listeners have playback controls. Especially when listening to an interview podcast, it’s incredibly easy 
to listen at your own pace with the ability to rewind and fast forward. Simply put, the bite-sized chunks make podcasts just 
about perfect for daily commutes or busy routines.

With that in mind, it’s also no surprise that podcasting has found its way into the education world. Higher education in 
particular has embraced podcasting as a means of easily broadcasting engaging audio content, which students can then 
listen to at any time and wherever they are. A student only needs to subscribe to a podcast feed and suddenly instructors 
can push educational content to them, rather than wait for them to come to class.

What The York School had in mind though, was something different. They saw podcasting as a means to showcase our 
students, faculty, staff, parents, and community, in a way that some of their competitor schools are not doing yet. Now, all 
they had to do was learn how. 

Technical requirements 

The first thing Estey learned is you don’t need a lot of technology to make a podcast. She needed a laptop, an Internet 
connection, and a relatively quiet place to record. She purchased Tascam TH-02 studio headphones (inexpensive) and a 
RODE NT-USB Mini microphone (also inexpensive). All-in, she spent roughly $210 CAD on equipment and $42 USD per 
month on services to record and post our podcasts. You could certainly spend more, but for their purposes and audience, 
what they used was more than sufficient.

Estey chose Zencastr as her podcast recording platform because it records a separate high-quality audio track per guest, 
files recordings directly into your Google Drive, and allows you to “see” your guests as if you were on a video call. You can 
also now record HD video on the platform as well. A Zencastr subscription is $20 USD/month. 

Estey decided to use Buzzsprout as her podcast hosting platform because it was easy to publish an episode, and you had a 
way to get listed on all the podcast directories (like Apple Podcasts or Spotify). They also provide tools for promoting your 
podcast (like embed players, visual soundbites for social media promotion, etc.), and they gather lots of helpful stats about 
your podcast (like where people are listening from and on what sort of device they are listening). Buzzsprout is only $12 
USD/month. 
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Estey wanted to get transcriptions for each recording (a necessity for creating an Edit Plan—see below) and provide a 
transcript for each episode in the show notes to make YORK Talks more accessible. She went with Otter.ai, an artificial 
intelligence transcription service, and just uploaded the interview audio file to produce a fairly accurate transcript with 
timestamps. Otter.ai costs $9.99 USD/month.

She also needed to find good podcast intro and outro music. She spent many hours down the rabbit hole of Artlist.io and 
Shutterstock Music listening to dozens and dozens of different tracks before narrowing it down to the “vibe” that felt like 
The York School—”Fields of Hope.” It cost $40 for full access to the track. 

Editing and publishing 

Initially, Estey was prepared to learn how to audio edit each episode herself but realized this would not be an efficient use 
of her time, so she outsourced that work to an editor who uses GarageBand, a digital audio workstation with a simple user 
interface. It’s preloaded and free on any Apple product.

After completing an interview, she uses Zencastr’s post-production feature to create an MP3 file that combines all the 
audio tracks into one. She then uploads this audio file into Otter.ai to get a transcript aligned to the recording. At this point, 
she puts on my headphones and listens to the full interview with all its stops and starts and pauses and interruptions and 
develops an Edit Plan with instructions on when to start and stop. 

The next step is to write and record a short outro.They tack the outro onto the end of the interview and overlay the same 
podcast outro music each time. After reviewing an MP3 file “first cut” of the episode, Estey either suggests changes or if 
none are necessary, uploads the audio file to Buzzsprout as a new episode, adds an episode description (or show notes), 
uploads the same file to Otter.ai to get the transcript, cleans it up, and then uploads to Buzzsprout as a transcript of that 
episode. She clicks “publish” and the episode becomes live, showing up on all the directories within 24 hours.

It’s worth noting that Estey spends about seven hours per episode and York’s audio editor spends another five editing each. 
As a result, their cadence is typically to publish a new episode every two to three weeks. 

Content strategy

If you are a podcast aficionado, you know that there are a number of different podcast “types” out there—monologues, 
storytelling, investigative, theatrical, humor, and sports to name just a few. Some are entirely scripted while others can 
be more off-the-cuff. Estey knew from the start that she wanted to take an “interview” or “panel” approach with one host/
interviewer (Estey) and one or more guests on each episode. This required some scripting—an episode introduction, a line 
of questioning for the guest(s), and an episode outro. Sticking to this basic structure for each episode helped with planning 
and efficiency.

The focus of the first season was to capture the content that would have been presented at YORK Talks in-person events. It 
was more of a 10,000-foot view of different aspects of the school (e.g., “The Role of Athletics in Learning,” “Is the IB Diploma 
Programme Worth It?,” “Parents as Partners,” and “Supporting the Whole Child: Student Wellness”). The good news was 
Estey had buy-in from school leadership right out of the gate and over the course of the first season, most ended up as a 
guest on the podcast.
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The second season had a slightly different focus. Now into the second year of the pandemic and still not being able to 
tour prospective families, the goal was to give listeners a glimpse inside classrooms and gain even more insight into York’s 
progressive approach to education. They know that one of the main reasons people choose their school is their teachers. 
So, Estey interviewed teachers about their call to teaching, their craft, what a day in the life of their classrooms is really like, 
teaching during a pandemic, and what it means to be a 21st Century teacher and learner. Many of the guests appreciated 
the opportunity to step back and reflect on their work and what inspires them to keep going. The second season included 
episodes like “Inspiring Young Hearts and Minds,” “Integrating Indigenous Education,” and “Designing the Future.” 
 
Each season has an overall focus, but then, for each episode, Estey has to figure out the topic, determine who the guest(s) 
should be, coordinate schedules, develop the question areas and share them ahead of time, do research on the topic and 
on the guest(s), write the intro, and then actually record the interview. There have been a handful of instances where she 
had to conduct two separate interviews and then splice them together on the back end. After the interview, she typically 
listens back and then writes and separately records a short episode outro including some key take-aways and ways 
listeners can learn more. 
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Conclusion
At the conclusion of York’s second season, they have had more than 2,500 downloads. 

Some key takeaways: 

 y All you need is a mic, laptop, headphones, a platform to record on, a platform to host your podcast on, music, a way to 
make a transcript quickly, and audio editing software. All-in this is likely about $210 CAD + $42 USD/month.

 y Once you decide what type of podcast you want to make, you just need to develop the content, book guests, record the 
episodes, and then produce them.

 y Get buy-in from leadership at your school. Enlist outside help if needed or tap into the talents of your colleagues. 

 y Expect to invest at least 20-30 hours upfront setting everything up and plotting the season and be willing to invest 5-7 
hours per episode as host/writer/producer and another 5-7 editing.

Overall advice? Have fun. Be curious. Feel inspired. And know that you are giving families access to your school and its 
people in a much more intimate and accessible format by including a more diverse range of voices and perspectives.
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About the Author
Natasha Estey joined The York School in 2011 as an Admission Officer where she was able to apply her skills in relationship-
building, communication, organization, coordination, and analysis. Over the years, Natasha has been involved in all aspects 
of the enrolment management process from conducting school tours and reviewing applications to coordinating the 
school’s Student Ambassador Programme and organizing open houses. She holds an Honours BA in Cultural Anthropology 
from McMaster University and an MA in Business and Organizational Anthropology from Wayne State University.

About The York School
Established in 1965, The York School is a coeducational, independent day school located in the heart of midtown Toronto. 
York offers a challenging and progressive school experience in an inspiring environment with flexible learning spaces. It was 
the first school in Canada and the fourth in North America accredited to offer the International Baccalaureate programme 
for students from JK- 12. The IB Diploma is the ultimate passport for globally-minded students who will travel, work, and live 
all over the world.


